CUE SHEET – STATELINE TO HAYDEN VIA NORTHSIDE AND RATHDRUM

Ride east on Seltice to BECK. Turn LEFT. Ride north and east to PRAIRIE. Turn RIGHT onto PRAIRIE and ride east to McGuire. Turn LEFT onto MCGUIRE.

Ride north on McGuire to HARMON. Turn RIGHT riding east to Chase. TURN LEFT onto CHASE, then first RIGHT onto HAYDEN. Ride east to next LEFT, IDAHO.

Follow Idaho north to BURLINGTON. Turn RIGHT. Ride east to GREENSFERRY. Turn LEFT and ride north to HWY 53. Turn RIGHT and ride into Rathdrum. Turn RIGHT on MILL Rd, crossing RR tracks. Turn at first LEFT (MAIN) and ride east, following MAIN out to HWY. 41, passing schools and McDonald’s.

Turn LEFT with caution onto HWY. 41, passing through signal light. You are now on HWY. 53 again. Ride bike lane approximately 4-5 miles to Hwy 95. CROSS HWY. 95 at signal light. Roadway is now called GOVERNMENT WAY. Ride GOVERNMENT WAY south approximately 2.6 miles, CROSSING LANCASTER. Turn LEFT onto KELLIE RAE. Ride east on KELLIE RAE one block to FOREST. Turn RIGHT, following FOREST south and then east to T-intersection. Turn RIGHT and ride south one block to BUCKLES.

Turn LEFT onto BUCKLES. Ride east to MAPLE. Turn RIGHT and ride south to HONEYSUCKLE. Turn right and ride west to GOVERNMENT WAY.

Turn right and ride south towards PRAIRIE (signal light). EAT: Caruso’s Deli

RETURN: Ride west on PRAIRIE, crossing Hwy 95. At ATLAS, turn LEFT. Follow ATLAS south, passing under ID Centennial Trail Bridge and I-90. Turn RIGHT onto SELTICE. Ride west for approximately one mile to marked fork in the road. Bear left with caution and enter exit to GRAND MILL LANE to signal light. Turn LEFT and ride south into new housing project. Turn RIGHT onto SHOREVIEW and ride west to RIVERWAY, bearing RIGHT and then LEFT. Ride RIVERWAY west to HUETTER.

Turn LEFT onto HUETTER, crossing BAD RR TRACKS with caution. Bear right onto MAPLEWOOD. Ride west to ROSS POINT ROAD, turn left and follow ID CENTENNIAL TRAIL into Post Falls. At SPOKANE ST. turn RIGHT and then LEFT to access trail. Return to Stateline via ID Centennial Trail.

DISTANCE: 43 Miles RATED: B